Mapping QTL for multiple traits using Bayesian statistics.
The value of a new crop species is usually judged by the overall performance of multiple traits. Therefore, in most quantitative trait locus (QTL) mapping experiments, researchers tend to collect phenotypic records for multiple traits. Some traits may vary continuously and others may vary in a discrete fashion. Although mapping QTLs jointly for multiple traits is more efficient than mapping QTLs separately for individual traits, the latter is still commonly practised in QTL mapping. This is primarily due to the lack of efficient statistical methods and computer software packages to implement the methods. Mapping multiple QTLs simultaneously in a single multivariate model has not been available, especially when categorical traits are involved. In the present study, we developed a Bayesian method to map QTLs of the entire genome for multiple traits with continuous, discrete or both types of phenotypic distribution. Instead of using the reversible jump Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) for model selection, we adopt a parameter shrinkage approach to estimate the genetic effects of all marker intervals. We demonstrate the method by analysing a set of simulated data with both continuous and discrete traits. We also apply the method to mapping QTLs responsible for multiple disease resistances to the blast fungus of rice. A computer program written in SAS/IML that implements the method is freely available, on request, to academic researchers.